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1. Challenges in the comparison of writing systems

— since writing is a modality of language, a semiotic system, writing systems are secondary semiotic systems dependent on language

— the visual variety of scripts makes the diversity of writing systems appear insurmountable; there exist only few types of writing systems (DANIELS 2017)

— writing system typology has focused only on the “unit of representation”, i.e. the question which linguistic units are represented by the basic units of writing (i.e. graphemes)

— particularism (HASPELMATH 2010) is predominant in grapholinguistics, there are almost no works within the paradigm of universalism

  * this results in a lack of shared concepts and terminology that prevents the establishment of a theory of writing
broadly speaking, Naturalness Theory evaluates linguistic phenomena or structures as more or less natural [= easy to process] physically, cognitively, and sociopragmatically

- **Natural Phonology** *(STAMPE 1979)* focuses on the articulation and perception of sounds, **Natural Morphology** *(DRESSLER ET AL. 1987)* on the cognitive processing of morphological structures
  
  * specifically, Natural Morphology evaluates various aspects of the semiotic relation between *signans* and *signatum* [= naturalness parameters] and deems them more or less natural

- both branches rely on external evidence and aim for explanation
3. Natural Graphematics and its parameters [1/2]

- since writing systems are, like languages, semiotic systems, their structures can be evaluated using the naturalness parameters of Natural Morphology (MELETIS 2018)
- I do not share the core assumption that structural naturalness equals processing naturalness, resulting in the division between linguistic fit and the processing fit

* as an additional but wholly separate fit concerned with sociopragmatic naturalness, there is the sociocultural fit
3. **parameters**

- **iconicity**
  - pictography
  - diagrammaticity
  - **transparency**
  - **uniformity**

- **biuniqueness**

- **indexicality**

- **compositional transparency**

- **positional transparency**

- **figure—ground**
  - subgraphemic: equally important parts of signants take up an equal amount of space in the signants
  - graphemic: more important graphemes are larger than less important graphemes
  - supragraphemic: more important types of information are visually more salient than less important types of information
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4. Example: Figure—ground

— spacing visually demarcates units by contrasting visual material (figure) with blank space (ground)
  * as a graphetic tool, it aids guidance of eye movements in reading (saccade targeting)
  * as a graphematic tool, it facilitates recognition of linguistic units such as words (lexical segmentation)

— most modern writing systems have word spacing
  * however, some do not: Japanese, Thai, Chinese (Lao, Khmer, Balinese, Tibetan, ...)

— influence of spacing on processing tested by means of removing word spaces in spaced writing systems or adding them in unspaced systems

— **levels of naturalness**: as a universally natural parameter, spacing should facilitate reading in every writing system; however, in writing systems in which the lack of spacing is the default, spacing disrupts reading (WINSKEL 2016) since non-spacing has become system-dependently natural
5. Conclusion and outlook

— description (= linguistic fit) and data from processing (= processing fit) should go hand in hand in the establishment of a theory of writing

— “some writing systems are better than others” (ROGERS 1995: 31): no writing system is “absolutely” (= globally) better than another system, systems can only be compared with respect to how natural their configurations are on one parameter (= locally)

— the question whether “every language gets the writing system is deserves” (FROST 2012: 266) cannot be answered with the linguistic and processing fits alone, as the sociocultural fit is dominant; the question should be rephrased as “does every literate community get the writing system it deserves?”

— the proposal of a Natural Grapholinguistics (MELETIS 2019) must be applied
  * atomistic: what is missing is a detailed analysis of the parameters with data from as many writing systems as possible
  * holistic: analyses of the entire naturalness of a writing system (i.e. all fits) for writing systems should be carried out; the unified theoretical framework will allow for comparisons and fine-tuning of the framework itself
This outline of a Natural Grapholinguistics is a status report, a collection of desiderata, and a new perspective. It is a start, but most importantly, it is an invitation.

(MELETIS 2019: 356)
Thank you for your attention!
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